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The Right Programme for You

Senior Managers 

You are a senior manager/executive. You are
responsible for driving digital transformation
strategies in your company. This programme
gives you the essentials skills to start exploring
your digital transformation strategies.

Learn how to reinvent business models and offerings with
digital at the core
Understand why most transformation strategies fail and
how you can avoid the same predictable traps

Key Competences

Digital is impacting your company's strategy. How can you put
business transformation at the heart of your company's efforts?

Practical Information

Learn, Practice and Use
Understand business and digital transformation and what they mean for your company 
Explore new business models and frameworks and design effective strategies including 
subscription, platform-based and data-centric models
Get inspiration from real business cases across many industries that are faced with the 
challenges of business transformation
Learn that is not about digital technologies - it is all about people and business first 
Explore why most business transformations fail and avoid the same traps
Focus on understanding the difference between types of disruption including 
disintermediation and reintermediation 
Assess the potential in your company for implementing transformation quickly
Share your knowledge and challenges with your peers and MCE's highly experienced faculty

Highlights

€2,995
2 days

Face-to-Face

4 x 3-hour
sessions

€2,995

Live Online

The programme is available as an 
In-Company solution for your teams.
More information at 

Available In-Company

mce.eu/inco

Digital strategies
Business transformation
New business models

Market & business centric
digital transformation
Social & regulatory forces

Programme Details
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Programme Outline

Positive and negative impacts of business transformation and digital
strategies 
How various industries leverage digital transformation in different ways 
Why most business transformations fail and what to look at

What's at stake ? Discover some latest trends from
across multiple industries

Digital transformation and strategies : what are we
talking about exactly ?

Different definitions and viewpoints from thought leaders across industries
It's not about digital technologies, more about people and business first 
Market-centric and business-centric components of digital transformation 

How those companies reinvented into big successes
Where those have failed and what actually went wrong
What take-aways for your own industry and business

Case studies: get inspired from digital champions and
losers across industries

Disintermediation, reintermediation and other disruptions
The impact of current and future technologies
The impact of social and regulatory forces

How your industry might be disrupted and the
consequences for your business

Scanning your business : assess your potentials
Building blocks of your business transformation
Translating into an overall plan towards success

How to implement those learnings for your own
business



info@mce.eu

Practice
the skills you learn and get feedback,
recommendations and coaching

Use
what you learn and practise 
as soon as you get back to 
your office 

Learn
the key business skills and knowledge you
need for your management role today and
tomorrow


